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About This Game

Originally developed by Digital Pictures in 1987 and released in 1992, Night Trap has been completely rebuilt, bringing it to a
level of video quality never before seen.

Night Trap tells the story of five teenage girls spending the weekend at the Martin home. As a member of the Special Control
Attack Team, your job is to monitor the home and protect the girls using an intricate system of cameras and traps as it is being

invaded by vampires.

Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition also includes new features such as deleted scenes, two documentaries, the all-new
Theater that allows you to watch all story-related videos uninterrupted, a new mode with online functionality called Survivor that

will test your skills at trapping intruders and behind the scenes production images. For the first time ever, the unreleased
prototype Scene Of The Crime will be fully playable and included with Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition.
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This is what I looked for. It's really fun!

I would pay a small fee for additional mini games.

Lacking so far? - Highscores!. This is how you do a sequel.. 5089 is an open world action RPG game that takes place on a planet
that has been suffering from over 2000 years of war. everything is randomly generated, even the game world itself. quests and
gear are also completely random, with quests having various tasks to complete, offering skill points and money as a reward.
these skill points can be used to enhance skills that range from increasing damage with guns, to recruiting an army to follow you,
or reprogramming computer chips to equip to your character for additional boosts to your skills. these chips, as well as weapons
and armor, are composed of different parts, each with their own stats.

enemies found in 5089 are robots sporting various weaponry, as well as aircraft, but your allies also have the same armies.

the world of 5089 is randomly generated, and gets more dangerous as you travel away from the center of the map. occasionally,
you will find enemy bases that you can capture. additionally, you can build structures in this game, from basic storage to
teleporters and turrets.

the one flaw that I think is holding this game back is the shooting mechanics. you're supposed to be able to play how you want
to. for example, whether you like long ranged sniping, getting up close and personal with a melee weapon, or sneaking your way
behind an enemy and picking them off one by one without them even knowing you're there, this game can support it, and
basically any other playstyle.

...except, that's sadly not the case. while the game supports a lot of playstyles, I find that it punishes mine. guns are only
reasonably accurate when you're standing still or moving slowly. moving quickly in an attempt to actually dodge incoming
projectiles causes your gun to become EXTREMELY inaccurate. even with a rifle with 80% accuracy and a homing ability, my
shots still often miss when I'm aiming well. I generally stay just far enough from an enemy so I can react to their attacks, while
still being able to deal damage myself, but 5089 seems to punish that playstyle. to make matters worse, these parts with the high
accuracy are extremely rare, and you need one part with high accuracy AND one part with a strong homing ability to be able to
adapt a "run n gun" playstyle, and even then it's extremely inconsistent. this creates an unbearable grind for the right parts, and
even once you manage to get the parts you need, dying in 5089 causes you to lose a random component for gear, which can
obviously be one of the parts you grinded for god knows how long to get. basically, the game doesn't support a run n gun
playstyle, at least not for the beginning of the game.

maybe I'm just approaching the game wrong, but I do think that allowing the player some kind of way to increase a gun's
accuracy while moving would have been nice. however, even with that flaw, I have to give the game a solid 8\/10, because of the
rest of the content being very good and fun.. VERDICT: One of the finest RPG's I've ever played.

Support this game people. Last Dream is well polished, has absolutely fantastic character customization, as well as 8 classes to
choose from in any combination (4 White Mages in this would be MUCH harder than the original Final Fantasy). It's obvious
that a lot of time and care went into creating a bit of an open world experience with a very old school feel.

I've been playing RPG's since the NES days and back when Dragon Quest was called Dragon Warrior. In short, if I were
designing my own game using RPG maker, I can think of very, VERY little that I would do differently.

This game has it all from the aforementioned character classes, leveling up characters exactly the way you want, fantastic
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balance, great enemy varience, multiple arenas, mostly well designed puzzles (almost all optional if that's not your thing) that do
a great job of adding variety, customizable on the fly difficulty and enemy encounter rate, no realistic level cap, and even a
freakin hedge maze. There's a hedge maze in this game people.

The story is also well polished, and grew on me as I progressed.

The soundtrack in this game is also phenomenal, and it would a complete disservice not to mention it.

I know RPG's, and this is without question the best indie RPG I have played in my life, and maybe the best one I've played in
years. This type of effort needs to be rewarded. At the bargain price it is, that's not hard to do. Go buy this game.. Odd
amalgamation of Egypt, Germany, and (because of course, how could it not contain this when we're involving Germany,
apparently) war. But unique doesn't always mean better, and many a serious topic that held promise for something deep and
meaningful was left touching the shallowest of surfaces. Oh and there's a tank 'building' minigame every now and then.

I didn't exactly go into this with a lot of expectations but aside from asking myself what the flying family-friendly-word this was
supposed to be, it was also a let-down. I wouldn't go as far as to call it offensive or insensitive, and it's not the game's fault that I
tire of the Germany + war combo, but there was always the hope that this could deliver a new perspective. It did not.. The
concept sounds interesting at first, but the music makes my ears bleed.. Multiplayer is dead, the points system is designed make
you stop between 27000 and 28000, the game isn't even original, and compared to all the games which would be massively
improved by being less boring than 1v1, this game becomes utter nonsense with more than two players since the winner is
determined by who goes after the dumbest player.
Got this for less than a dollar and it was still a waste of money.
Wasn't going to even say anything but the designer comes off as desparate, begging for positive reviews in the game itself. You
can't tell me what to do, your half-effort game gets the negative review it deserves.. Television is for appearing on, not looking
at.. If there isn't a Laser Cats mod for this game, then you don't need to play it.. extra cosutme just to say "thanks khimera dev"
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If you love a short horror story game with multiple endings I recommend this game to you.
If you love anime\/cartoons I recommend this to you. (More on anime side though)
I just have to say, while I played this I loved it a lot; I played quite a bit and I love how their is all a bunch of different secrets
and paths you can take. The game makes you think it is simple and a single line storyline, but when you get into it. You can
move about and just about get quick jumpscares. If you enjoy RPG Makers games, this game is ALSO good for you!... It's hard
for me to talk about this game much just because it astounded me but, like I previously said. I highly recommend this game for
you.. Hot Blondes, threesomes, clown serial killer, being a detective sure is frisky business!!. I only just downloaded this
because I love science fiction, RPGs, and exploration in video games. So far this game looks very promising, however the
difficulty level is crazy-high for battles. Enemies can destroy you with two hits. Aside from the difficulty level, the size of the
planets is rather small too. Some things that I really like about this game so far are the vague story that hints at a greater mystery
and plot and the impressive level of choice. In the very beginning of the game you are told to go do something for your creator,
however you can deny him and go explore the universe. I thought that was a pretty nice touch. Aside from the gameplay and
level design, the music is a mixed bag. I like the ambient music in the game because it adds a lot to the dark atmposphere,
however it loops too quickly and becomes irritating. I would like to keep playing this game and see what it has to offer, but I
keep finding myself selectively battling because my resources are running low and battles are unfair. Overall I am happy with
my purchase of this game so far. My main recommendations are to focus more on memorable music with longer tracks that are
distinguishable in the game and not generic. Then lower the difficulty to the point that the battles are not unfair and the player
can actually grind without using a ton of health potions. If those issues are fixed then I would focus on making the planets larger
and more explorable. That is obviously easier said then done, so the music and difficulty lowering should be top priority. This
truly is a unique and ambitious game. I just hope it keeps improving and that people will take notice and buy it when it is finally
finished.. The worst game I've played on any platform. The graphics and the level design are terrible. There are only three
levels, two of which you will have to beat twice — and this is no joke. There are only three kinds of enemies (clones, fast
clones, humans). There are just three save slots. The English version is atrocious. As a translator, I find this level of localisation
absolutely disgusting. The "voice actors" obviously don't speak English themselves.

On the plus side, you can get a perfect game in about 1-2 hours (depending on whether you miss any weapons, which fact will
require you to replay the game — yes, the whole game — as you can't just jump to the level of your choice), and there are
trading cards.. I liked the game but there is no cosmetic costimization and that much progressions.
I think it will be fixed by time. So far I enjoyed both hunter and scavenger.
You can trust these developers. They first reworked the game and they are also huys behind dead by daylight.
Pick up on sale. Looks like a tech demo (look at our fabulous floating cubes).

There's no tutorial, no manual. Every game mode pops you on a rectangular layer of blocks that are then hit by red blocks from
above that damage and deform the layer. You have two powers, one restores the layer and replenishes with time (or not, in hard
mode) and another that I haven't figured out at all (slow motion, sort of). You get scored on how long you manage not to fall as
the platform crumbles around you. That is all there is to this game - well, there's a beta builder where you make non-rectangular
layers. Whoop-de-doo.

It's annoying me because it is one of those first person 3D platformers where you can't see your feet, yet would wish to land on
cubes precisely.

I see nothing here that makes me want to play this.

Note that there won't be any further updates as of January 11th since the devs had a hard drive crash and no backups. Serves
them right.. A match 3 game with a twist, somewhat fun to play. Would have fallen into the "MEH" category if not for the
unuseful tutorial and VERY bad UI choices. Most of the time you don't really know what's going on, it's one of those "you only
understand bad after you step on a mine" type of games.. Super cheap. Super limited in content as of right now. There are two
acccessible game modes, one of which is defend the town, and it's a wave shooter in which you duel against AI. The other mode
is time trial, in which you draw and shoot targets as fast as possible, and your total time is recorded for the leader boards. It
looks like there's a third mode in development, as it is not accessible, and it's supposed to be multiplayer duels.

TL;DR
Game is worth the money.
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